CASA MAJANI
Punta Mita, Mexico

$6,000 HIGH 4 Jan.-30 Apr.,'12 6 Bedrooms.
$5,000 SWING 1 Nov.- 18 Dec.,'11
$4,000 LOW 1 May - 31 Oct.,'11 Max. 14 Pax.
From world-renowned architects Manolo
Mestre and Juan Collignon comes Casa
Majani. Their holistic approach to architecture pays homage to the natural while
incorporating the contemporary. As premiere eco-sensitive designers, both Mestre and Collignon embrace native simplicity and warmth of color to complement
modern convenience, providing an alluring and meditative experience. A network
of pathways through expansive reflection
pools connects each unique structure,
creating the illusion that Casa Majani is
suspended over the powerful Pacific.

Casa Majani is situated on the northern most tip of Banderas Bay on the Punta Mita peninsula, 40 minutes
north of the Puerto Vallarta airport. Located within Mexico’s most exclusive beach community along the
shores of Riviera Nayarit, Casa Majani is but a five minute walk to the St. Regis Punta Mita Resort and only a
few minutes’ drive to the Four Seasons Punta Mita Resort.
Punta Mita is a private gated resort community emerging as the newest address of distinction for discriminating vacation travelers. Punta Mita offers high-end infrastructure, security, and world-class amenities such
as golf, tennis, and a private Resident’s Beach Club. The lush natural beauty of the Sierra Madre Mountains
and the crystal blue waters of the Pacific Ocean border this nine-mile stretch of paradise, making it a unique
and privileged location.

Visit us online at www.villasdeoro.com
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This luxurious villa features six bedroom suites and seven bathrooms and will sleep twelve to fourteen
guests comfortably. Each suite is air-conditioned and has motorized blackout and sheer shades, flat screen
TV, Blu-Ray DVD, Control 4 remote control, iPod doc. The sixth bedroom/apartment “Xotu”, whose name
means “flower” in the local Huichol Indian tribal dialect, is suited to a variety of purposes. At your option, this
king sized bedroom suite can be combined with an adjacent living room, day bed, kitchen and laundry as an
independent living unit for guests.

At the center of Casa Majani stands the grand palapa. Nested beneath a palm-thatched roof, sits an almost
ethereal living and dining terrace. Steadfast ocean breezes and sun-bathed terraces bless this marriage of
nature and nurture. Striking ocean vistas surrounds all points in Casa Majani’s central gathering area. A sustainable tropical wood dining table, created by local craftsmen for 12, provides an unmatched vantage point
for the surf and sunsets.

Inside Dinning Room

Media Room

Even the best refuge from the worldly fast track benefits from a dose of modernity. Apart from providing a
protective air-conditioned haven, the family room presents a most comfortable space for guests to watch a
movie on the 63” HDTV w/Blue-Ray DVD and Apple TV, listen to music on the Home Theater sound system, or
enjoy an array of board games.

Casa Majani’s graceful kitchen fits both form and function. Amidst ocean-facing windows, everything from
delicious simple Mexican fare to lavish haute cuisine is happily prepared. Charming yet modern, the kitchen
opens onto an outdoor patio, bordered by a pond, where you will find an intimate breakfast nook.

Tucari Yoga/Fitness Room
At Casa Majani, every room is designed with intention. Tucari, meaning “good energy” has a relaxing, Zen feel.
This yoga and fitness room, adorned with native wood flooring uses floor to ceiling windows to offer a view
of vast reflection pools and lush native gardens. Light and airy, Tucari can be opened on two sides to take
advantage of good weather, and closed to provide a sanctuary from the heat or humidity.

Guest Bedroom Suites
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Aramara Master Suite
Casa Majani’s suites use natural hues and textures to minimize the boundaries between the interiors and the
landscape. Aramara is perhaps the most aptly named room in the residence as one’s eyes are inextricably
drawn to a captivating Pacific surf. Within this room, one discovers spacious yet cozy quarters connected to
an outdoor terrace and then just three steps from the sand. This king sized room features a view inspired
luxurious en-suite bath, a large stand alone stone crafted bathtub as well as indoor and outdoor showers.

Keili Master Suite
If your idea of heaven in a bedroom would be encircled by water, the Master Suite Keili is your island. The
terrace of this king-sized bedroom is cantilevered over the infinity pool. A pristine view, perfect light and a
prevailing sense of graciousness make this suite a true masterpiece. Keili has an en-suite bath with ocean
view, a large stone bathing tub and shower with glass doors opening to the outdoor wooden terrace.

A grand illusion by design, the pools appear endless. These two connected bodies of water blend with sea
and sky, enhancing undisturbed views of the blue horizon with over 150 feet of infinity edge. The smaller of
the pools encircles the Keili Suite, offering a dynamic and diverse swimming experience. Nearby, a whimsical
bar extending unsupported from the wall is, in fact, a restored vintage surf board A ground level fire pit for
intimate gatherings and fantastic sunsets is situated on the sand beach terrace.

